Call for Papers

Testing: Academic and Industrial Conference on Practice and Research Techniques

17 April 2015, Graz, Austria

http://www.taicpart.org/

Co-located with
IEEE International Conference on Software Testing, Verification and Validation (ICST 2015)

Important Dates


Topics of Interest

TAIC PART welcomes *Industry experience reports*: practical and generalizable insights into how to apply and extend existing approaches to software testing and analysis ++ *Research methods for collaborative research*: ways to advance knowledge on testing, verification and validation in research and practice ++ *Industrial challenges in testing*: real-world problems and questions for which industry seeks support from academia or vice versa ++ *Knowledge exchange between industry and academia*: how can new results and knowledge be exchanged and transferred between the two partners

Submission and Proceedings

Short Papers (6 pages): Experience reports, research papers, longer challenge papers (up to 10 pages)

Fast Abstracts (2 pages): Challenges in practice and research, work in progress, positions statements

Submission site: [https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=taicpart2015](https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=taicpart2015). All accepted papers will be part of the ICST joint workshop proceedings published in the IEEE Digital Library.
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